QUICK REVISION
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After kinds of prepositions, we use object case of pronoun.
After all forms of verb, we use object case of pronoun.
After objective case of pronoun we use 1st form verb.
After Fresh Adjectives (senior junior etc), we always use preposition ‘to’.
After “different prevent, separate”, we always use preposition “from”.
After comparative degrees of adjectives we use “than” and not “from”.
Sentences beginning with article “The Each Either Neither”, we use
singular verb.
(addition of s, es) and singular Auxiliary verbs.
8.
“Universal truth material noun abstract noun” are not preceded by “The”
9.
When two subjects are joined by “Of”, As well as, With Along with”, we always use
verbs and auxiliary verbs according to first subject.
10. When two subjects are joined by “nor, or but also”, we use verbs and auxiliary verbs
according to the second subject.
11. When two subjects are joined by “and”
they are considered as singular, if there is
no article “the” or only on article “the” before the nouns
12. When two subjects joined by “and” are preceded by two separate articles “the” subject
will be considered as plural.
13. “Neither, Each other, Second degree of adjectives, Mutual, Between Both” are used
when there is the mention of “two”
14. “None, Anyone, Common, Among, One another, All and 3rd degree of adjective” are
used for mention “of 3 or more than three”
15. We can never use “shall will would,” in time clause (Beginning with when, before etc)
16. We can never use “would” in “if clause”.
17. Personal possessive pronouns ending at “s” we never use apostrophes “s”.
18. Counting consisting of two digits e g twenty-five must be linked with a hyphen (-)
19. Counting plus noun (ten mile), if written in the beginning of sentence are joined by
hyphen are noun remains singular and next auxiliary verb or verb also remain singular.
20. The words; “Wages, Tidings, Innings, News, Sports, Series all the names of diseases”
are followed by singular verb (V-I-S-ES) and auxiliary verbs.
21. Words, “Trousers, Gallows, Brows, Tongs, Spectacles, Breasts, Chests” are always
used plural and must be followed by plural verbs and plural auxiliary”, Verbs.
22. The verbs “Love, Hate, Reach, Resemble, Attack, Order, Obey, Marry, Had better,
than” are never followed by any preposition.
23. Verbs of senses and certain words “Firm, Direct, Fast” are not following by” ly.
24. Certain words “Avail, Absent, Avenge, Enjoy” are following by self from of PN.
25. After certain works “Be, Is, Am, Was, Were, Are, Than” we use subjective case of
pronoun.
26. Before “-ing from of verb as a noun”, we always use possessive adjective.
27. After certain words “To, For, Let, Like, Between, Among, Except”, we always use
objective case of pronoun.
28. After “do does did shall will all model verbs often always infinitive to”, we use first
from of verb.

29.

Just, Never and some other adverbs if written immediately after the subject are
followed by second form of verb.

30.

The words Just and some other adverbs, if written immediately after Aux verb are
followed by 3rd form of verb.
When two Aux Verb used together (shall have) we always us 3rd form of verb.
In all sentence of all the Tenses in passive voice we use 3rd form of verb.
After “Aux verb (shall) be we use ing form of verb (Aux, verb) has – been
After preposition “to” we use ing form verb.
Active voice is preferred to passive voice.
If the first clause is participle (starting ing form of verb) the other clause must start
with subject and must be in active voice.
Repetition of subject, preposition adjective conjunction negative future tense and
interrogative is wrong.
These are some of the combinations in correct form notbut, bothand, fromto
suchas thosewhen, hardly scarcely no soonerthan, oneones, every, eachhis.
“We” is used for men “when” is used for animals “that” for non living things
Question words if written in the beginning of sentence, are immediately followed by
Aux Verb
Question words if used in the mind of the sentence, are not immediately, followed by
aux verb but subject.
Question words written in the mid of the sentence, are not preceded by any
conjunction.
The correct order of pronouns for good purposes is 23l
The correct order of pronouns for bad purposes is 1 2 3
The correct order of adverbs is MPT.
As if is followed by “were” by “were” or “had been”
Sentence beginning with “if while, when, in spite of and ing form of verb” consist of
two clauses and these two clauses and these two clauses are separated by comma.
Adverbials if in the beginning of sentence are separated from the rest of sentence by a
comma.
The words “committee, panel, Jury” are singular if preceded by article “the” and plural
it not preceded by “the”
It “who” is preceded by plural noun, it is considered as plural and after that we use
plural aux, Verbs and verbs and if the noun is singular “who” also becomes singular
and is treated likewise.
We never use article “The” before any verb.
Short construction is preferred to long construction.
“Neither” if written in the mid must be used after the verb and not before the verb
For collective nouns we use pronoun “it”
Before auxiliary verbs we use subjective case of pronoun and auxiliary verbs, we use
some form of verb and not the noun.
After “Kind”, Type sort we never use article “a”
Dynamic verbs are followed by dynamic prepositions.
There should be sameness of Rhythm construction and style.
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Past must be followed by past
“Scenery Poultry, Cattle, People, Fruit” have no plural form
After preposition “To We don’t use article “The” different buildings.
“Every Each, and Singular Nouns” are to be replaced by third person singular pronoun
“He”
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All the plural nouns are to be replaced by third person plural pronoun. “They”
Pseudo (illogical) comparison is wrong.
“News” is never “last” but “latest”
Some adjective “Perfect, Square, Complete, Ideal”, are not comparable
Regard, Respect, Treat, Poetry, Describe, Define, Depict”, are followed by “as”
After “Know, Learn” we always use “how to”
We always use adjective before adverb, “hot enough” not “enough hot”
“Scarcely Hardly”, are not preceded by “not” and not followed by “no”
“Very” is used before positive degree of Adjective
“Much” is used before “comparative degree” and past participle as an adjective
“Before” is used to show indefinite previous time.
“Ago” is used to show definite (fixed) previous time.
Students always “take” and “teacher” always “gives” the examination or test.
“Speech” and “”Lecture” are “delivered” not “made”
Player “Scores” runs and not “make” runs.
We “make jokes” and not “cut jokes”
We (lie-Lain-Lying) in the bed and (Lay-Laid-Laid-Laying)
“Sink” for non living and “Drown” for living things.
We “get/seek” admission and not “take” admission
We (Hang, hanged, hanged) a person.
We (Hang, Hung) a thing
Water has “overflowed” not “over flown”
“Too much” is negative whereas “much too” is positive
“Many a” is followed by singular noun and Aux Verb.
“A many” is followed by plural noun and Aux Verb.
Use “Advance” not “advance forward”, “Large” and not “Large in size”
We use “innovation” and not “new innovation”
We use “return” and not “return back”
We use “obediently yours” and not “your obediently”
Before noun, we use adjective “their” and not adverb “there”
“Its” means “it is” and is used to show presence
“Its” means “of” and is used to show possession
“Lest, Forbid, Until, Unless, Denied, Refused”, are not followed by, “not”
“Can’t help” “or” Couldn’t help” is followed by “-ing form of verb”
With reporting verb “ask”, we use conjunction “If/whether”
With reporting verb “tell” we use conjunction “that”
We can’t use “say” with conjunction “that”
There should be an agreement between noun and modifier.
Self-form “is used only when the object of the sentence is absent.

